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These were the books that taught me how to read' Anthony Horowitz.The much-loved classic

series of Ant and Bee books is designed for shared reading fun!First published in 1950, Ant

and Bee were in print for over 40 years. These new editions feature revised text

and illustrations by original Ant and Bee creator Angela Banner. The adorably small format is

perfect for little hands. In More Ant and Bee, early readers can now progress to words

containing four letters. Ant and Bee teach children to read via word recognition and encourage

story sharing with siblings and parents. Grown-ups read the black words, but the shorter,

simpler red words are for young children to call out. These books are for sharing, building

confidence in early readers and most of all enjoying! Perfect for young children aged 3 and up.

Parents and grandparents who grew up with Ant and Bee will love sharing this nostalgic

experience from the same era as Ladybird Read it Yourself.Have you collected all of Ant and

Bee's learning adventures?Ant and BeeMore Ant and BeeMore and More Ant and BeeAnt and

Bee Count 123Ant and Bee and the SecretAround the World with Ant and BeeHappy Birthday

with Ant and BeeAnt and Bee and the RainbowAnt and Bee and the ABCAnt and Bee TimeAnt

and Bee and the Kind DogAnt and Bee and the DoctorAnt and Bee Go ShoppingLeft and Right

with Ant and BeeMake a Million with Ant and BeeAngela Banner was born in 1923. She first

wrote Ant and Bee as a way to teach her son how to read. The first book in the series was

published in 1950. Since then, Angela has written 22 Ant and Bee books.

About the AuthorAngela Banner first wrote Ant and Bee as a way to teach her son how to read.

The first book in the series was published in 1950. Since then, Angela has written 22 Ant and

Bee books. 'Ant and Bee', 'More Ant and Bee' and 'More and More Ant and Bee' are the first

three in the series.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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More ANT and BEEis my second alphabetical storywritten for shared reading.If a parent or

older child reads the blackwords then young children can join in thestorytelling by calling out

the 3-letter and4-letter words printed in red. I have illustratedeach 4-letter word as it is

introduced.More ANT and BEE means more red words!Together with the new 4-letter wordsare

the 3-letter words from myfirst alphabetical story ANT and BEE.

This ANT and BEE bookbelongs toOne day it was very hot . . . andAnt said he was as hot as a

boiledegg . . . but Bee said Ant wouldfeel hotter if he lived in

Asia

Bee said Asia was a very bigpart of the world.Bee said Asia was hotter thantheir garden.Then

Ant wanted to go to Asia .Ant wanted to feel how hot itwas in Asia . . . so Bee said theywould

go to Asia in a

boat

Ant and Bee found a boatthat was going to Asia .It was very cold and windyon the boat to

Asia .Ant and Bee wanted a warmplace to sit . . . so Ant and Beewent and sat inside the

pocketof a

More Ant amarillo zoo

Ant and Bee and the Rainbow (Ant and Bee), Ant and Bee and the Doctor (Ant and Bee), Ant

and Bee and the Kind Dog (Ant and Bee), Where Were the Seven Wonders of the Ancient

World? (Where Is?)

V Frazier, “Five Stars. Ant & Bee are always the best!”

Mzuck, “love this series. Cute little series. Entertains the child and the adult who is reading.

Perfect size for little hands.I hope the whole series stays in print for new parents.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Love the whole series, read them to my boys, now the

grandsons”

Jane Claspy Nesmith, “More Ant and Bee. My children, ages 5 and 3, always want to be read

Ant and Bee books when we go to visit Grandma and Grandpa. The palm-sized Ant and Bee

books are my books, ones that I read ragged when I was their age. My children's favorites,

and mine, are Ant and Bee and the Rainbow, which is in print again, and this one, More Ant

and Bee, which is not. I hope More Ant and Bee will be reprinted. Like all Ant and Bee books,

it has a sweet story about two friends, Ant and Bee, and a quaint, slightly old-fashioned air

about it. In this book, the friends set off to find the hottest country in the world, and proceed

on their adventure, encountering curious people and objects in alphabetical order: a KING

who is sad because a LION is demanding to be fed MILK for example. The book's progress is
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ostensibly alphabetical, but its whimsical free association is what lends it charm. In the end,

Ant and Bee are back home again, wearing warm VESTS and awaiting XMAS. I think my

children appreciate the quirkiness of the book and its warm nostalgia as much as I do. I await

its reprinting.”

Bobbers, “Ant and Bee are great. These books are perfect for children and are ones they will

treasure.  They have been out of print for a long time and now are available.”

Elizabeth Jones, “A really tremendously enjoyable way of helping the young reader - or good

for a story - a delight. If you don't know the Ant and Bee books, get one now. A really

tremendously enjoyable way of helping the young reader - or good for a story - a delight.”

Mrs. Gillian Gabel, “Dont let your 3/4 year olds grow up without Ant .... Dont let your 3/4 year

olds grow up without Ant and Bee - and especially Kind Dog. There's much magic in the

world of kids' books but Ant and Bee are in a little oasis of their own.”

anon, “We grew up with Ant & Bee. Very happy to see these again. We learnt to read with

them. The red high lighted words are very helpful. Charming little books & as loved by our

children as we loved them ourselves. Timeless.”

MMS, “Fond memories. I remember reading these to my little sister as a child and they ave not

lost their appeal today. My sister is taking one out to Oz for re granddaughter.”

F, “Five Stars. : )”

shopper from SE4, “Four Stars. Nostalgia”

The book by Angela Banner has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 24 people have provided feedback.
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